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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

What changes are likely in military technology over the next 20 years? This question is fascinating on its own terms. More importantly, answering it is crucial for making appropriate changes in U.S. and allied weaponry, military operations, wartime preparations, and defense budget priorities. To be sure, technology is advancing fast in many realms. But it is not enough to wave one’s arms exuberantly about futuristic military possibilities. The stakes are too high. Defense resource decisions need to be based on concrete analysis that breaks down the categories of major military technological invention and innovation one by one and examines each. Presumably, those areas where things are changing fastest may warrant the most investment, as well as the most creative thinking about how to modify tactics and operational plans to exploit new opportunities (and mitigate new vulnerabilities that adversaries may develop as a result of these same likely advances).

Building on the methodology employed in my earlier 2000 book, Technological Change and the Future of Warfare, and refined further in my recent paper, “A Retrospective on the So-Called Revolution in Military Affairs, 2000-2020,” this paper attempts to look two decades into the future to aid in this important task for American defense planners.

My working hypothesis is that 20 years is long enough to represent a true extrapolation into the future. Yet it is also short enough that existing trends in laboratory research can help us understand the future without indulging in rampant speculation. Since many defense systems take a couple of decades to develop, it should not be an overly daunting task to gauge how the world might look, in terms of deployable military technology, 20 years from now. This approach is not foolproof, as discussed in my forthcoming book, but if undertaken with the proper degree of acknowledged uncertainty, can still be quite useful.

This paper’s category-by-category examination of military technology employs the same basic framework that I developed in my book published in 2000, Technological Change and the Future of Warfare. The core of that book was an analysis of ongoing and likely future developments in 29 different types of military-related technologies. My goal was

to attempt to determine in which areas the pace of change was likely to be revolutionary over the following 20 years, versus high or moderate. Revolutionary change is defined, notionally, as a type and pace of progress that renders obsolete old weapons, tactics, and operational approaches while making new ones possible. My methodology began with a focus on the foundational concepts of physics, to understand the limits of the possible. I also examined the scientific, engineering, and defense literature on various types of technological research, to understand what was likely to be developed over the 2000-2020 time period. Finally, armed with my own initial estimates of key trends in those 29 areas, I then consulted with experts, including at several of the nation’s major weapons laboratories, for their feedback and advice. With this research complete, I then argued in the book that in fact only two of the 29 categories of technology were likely to experience truly revolutionary change—and thus to create the potential for military revolution when combined with other kinds of available technologies as well as new operational and strategic concepts. Those two areas of predicted revolutionary advance were computer hardware and computer software.

As discussed further in my concurrent paper “A Retrospective on the So-Called Revolution in Military Affairs, 2000-2020,” I have subsequently concluded that I was right about computers but should have added robotics to the list of technologies likely to experience radical change (my earlier estimate, in 2000, forecast a “high” pace of change for robotics such as unmanned aerial vehicles, rather than radical or revolutionary progress). Notably, there are now some 20,000 unmanned vehicles of various types in the Department of Defense’s (DoD) inventory, and the various new uses to which they have been put during this century, from Iraq and Afghanistan to the broader Middle East and beyond, are remarkable. Enemy forces are increasingly using robotics, too.

I should have also underscored the degree to which progress in computers could create vulnerabilities, as nations increasingly utilized computer systems and software that created potentially gaping weaknesses in their military capabilities. This point proved important enough that in retrospect I should have given it special and separate emphasis. Thus, in my earlier taxonomy, I had one important area of technology where I underestimated the potential for revolutionary advancement, and another where I should have underscored additional dimensions of likely change.

In the earlier book, I also predicted that another seven categories of technology would likely witness high change—chemical sensors, biological sensors, radio communications, laser communications, radio-frequency weapons, nonlethal weapons, and biological weapons. The remaining 19 categories of key military technologies, many of them sensor technologies or major components of weapons platforms like ground combat vehicles, aircraft, ships, and rockets, seemed likely to advance at only modest or moderate rates. In my concurrent paper, I revisit these prognostications one by one. In general, the thrust of my estimates seems to have been mostly correct, though with a number of specific imperfections in which progress that I had forecast to be high or rapid proved to be only moderate, or vice versa. Crucially, however, putting aside robotics, I do not believe that any of the remaining 26 areas of technology did in fact undergo revolutionary change.

---

Two lessons emerge from this previous analysis. One, the approach I developed in the 2000 book appears useful. Assessing future trends in military technology by examining a number of fairly broad, yet also fairly specific and discrete areas of defense-related technology, and then integrating these individual findings into a broader framework for predicting future war, is valuable. This methodology discourages hyperbole based on cherry-picking areas of technology that may be most (or least) promising. It also helps to identify those specific technological enablers that are most likely to cause any radical change in broader military capabilities—to figure out what might drive a revolution in military affairs, should there be such a thing anytime soon.

Second, to the extent that there were flaws in my approach and my analysis, it is important to understand their origins, and attempt to take remedial action in any future prognostication. Most importantly, it was difficult to predict how military organizations would avail themselves of new technological opportunities—or, alternatively, to allow themselves to remain or become vulnerable in the face of new capabilities possessed by possible adversaries. In other words, the challenge was largely in predicting how entrepreneurial military organizations might, or might not, respond to transformational opportunities for better or worse.

In terms of robotics, U.S. military organizations responded with innovative and entrepreneurial acumen, creating new tactical methods to handle the challenges of complex counterinsurgency and counterterrorism operations. Other military organizations around the world have also made significant progress in this arena.

In regard to computers, however, modern militaries generally have not succeeded. Indeed, they carelessly allowed themselves to build Achilles’ heels into their own systems, as well as their supporting national civilian infrastructure that is often essential to the operations of modern military forces. Thus, they have potentially made the performance of future weapons less dependable than past ones had been. In other words, they may even have set themselves back, though it is impossible to know for sure at this point, since we have not seen the kind of interstate warfare among near-peer competitors that would probably be needed to assess the hypothesis accurately.

Those operating in the classified world may have a greater sense than I of the vulnerabilities and opportunities that the United States now faces due to cyber technology. But even they cannot be sure because cyber vulnerabilities are not static. They are always evolving in a game of measures and countermeasures, even faster than in other areas of military operations characterized by these kinds of dynamics, such as electronic warfare. In addition, the ripple effects of any cyberattack often cannot be easily foreseen even when specific vulnerabilities are understood. There may also be important path dependencies about how different types of failures might collectively affect a larger system. It is difficult to evaluate these possibilities by examining individual vulnerabilities alone.

It is not surprising that forecasting the future would be hardest when complex concepts are involved and when large military organizations are the key actors. Scientists can invent new capabilities in ways that are often partially projectable and foreseeable over a 20-year time horizon based on what is known about their present research activities as well as opportunities opened up by the state of modern science and engineering. However, when it comes to combining technologies into systems and operational concepts that can
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5 For a good, if controversial, recent warning about the perils of too much technophilia, see Martin Wolf, “Same As It Ever Was,” *Foreign Affairs* 94, no. 4 (July/August 2015): 15-22.
be instrumental in fighting wars, the human dimension of organizational performance, influenced by the external combat environment as well as domestic and bureaucratic politics, introduces new variables into the mix, as the writings of Stephen Rosen, Thomas Ehrhard, Barry Posen, Stephen Biddle, and others attest. The Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) debate of the 1990s underscored the reality that, while technology can provide the raw materials for military revolutions, those revolutions must ultimately be sparked by entrepreneurship and organizational adaptation. This was true historically, as with the inventions or transformations of the blitzkrieg, integrated air defense, aircraft carrier operations, amphibious assault, anti-submarine warfare systems, and the atomic bomb in the 1930s and 1940s. It remains true today.⁶

To preview the results of this paper, my overall assessment is that technological change of relevance to military innovation may be faster and more consequential in the next 20 years than it has proven to be over the last 20. Notably, it is entirely possible that the ongoing, rapid pace of computer innovation may make the next two decades more revolutionary than the last two. The dynamics in robotics and in cybersecurity discussed here may only intensify. They may be more fully exploited by modern military organizations. They will likely extend in important ways into the artificial intelligence (AI) realm as well. At least, an examination of the last 20 years would seem to suggest the potential for such an acceleration. That is particularly true in light of the fact that multiple countries (most notably China, but also Russia) now have the resources to compete with Western nations in military innovation. Some other areas of technology, perhaps most notably directed energy systems, hypersonic missiles, and certain types of advanced materials, could play important supplemental roles in making the next two decades a true period of military revolution, or at least of very fast and ongoing rapid transformation.

My assessment of trends in key areas of military-relevant technology is organized into four categories. The first is sensors, of many different types, which gather data of relevance to military operations. The second comprises the computer and communications systems that process and distribute that data. Third are major weapons platforms and key enabling technologies for those platforms. Fourth are other types of weapons systems and other technologies, many relatively new. Within these four general areas, all of the 29 sub-categories of technology that I employed in the 2000 book are retained here, in addition to 10 new sub-categories. Four of the 10 are within the computers and communications category: offensive cyber capabilities, systemic or “internet of things” networking, quantum computing, and artificial intelligence and big data. Two are within the projectiles, propulsion, and platforms category—battery-powered engines and satellites. Four more are within the final, miscellaneous category: chemical weapons, nanomaterials, 3D printing, and human enhancement devices as well as substances. I now proceed with this discussion, organized with the four major categories mentioned above.

---

## FIGURE 1: PROJECTED ADVANCES IN KEY DEPLOYABLE TECHNOLOGIES, 2020-2040

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Revolutionary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical sensors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological sensors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical, infrared, and UV sensors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar and radio sensors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound, sonar, and motion sensors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic detection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle beams (as sensors)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computers and communications</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer hardware</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer software</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive cyber operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System of systems/Internet of things</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio communications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser communications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial intelligence/Big data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum computing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Projectiles, propulsion, and platforms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotics and autonomous systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missiles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet engines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal-combustion engines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery-powered engines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stealth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other weapons and key technologies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio-frequency weapons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonlethal weapons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological weapons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical weapons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other weapons of mass destruction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle beams (as weapons)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric guns, rail guns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other weapons and key technologies (cont.)</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Revolutionary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nanomaterials</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D printing/Additive manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human enhancement devices and substances</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1) The terms moderate, high and revolutionary are subjective and somewhat imprecise. In general terms, technologies showing moderate advances might improve their performance by a few percent or at most a couple of tens of percent—in terms of speed, range, lethality, or other defining characteristics—between 2020 and 2040. Those experiencing high advances will be able to accomplish tasks on the battlefield far better than before—perhaps by 50 to 100 percent, to the extent improved performance can be so quantified. Finally, technology areas in which revolutionary advances occur will be able to accomplish important battlefield tasks that they cannot now even attempt.

SENSORS

In warfare, targets obviously need to be found and tracked in order to be attacked and destroyed. Other battlefield information is crucial too, such as that concerning terrain and weather, as well as the locations of civilian populations, key infrastructure, and friendly forces.

Sensors are the military technologies that provide information about all the above. I briefly examine eight general types here. Three categories—radar and radio, optical/infrared/ultraviolet (UV) sensors, and magnetic detectors—make use of one type or another of electromagnetic radiation. Another type, sonar, involves sound in water. Particle beams are a fifth category. Biological sensors, chemical sensors, and nuclear materials detectors round out the list.

Begin with this last group of sensors, those for detecting weapons of mass destruction. Just as in the past two decades, progress over the next two seems likely to be gradual.

Current research on chemical weapons detection focuses on finding more trace amounts in a given fixed site, and on making detectors more portable and affordable, rather than on developing fundamentally different methods of detecting chemicals from a distance. Sandia Lab’s pulsed-discharge ionization detector (PDID) is an example of such a technology. The chief dilemma in finding chemical weapons, related to the challenge for locating biological materials, is that to identify a chemical compound, one generally needs direct access to it, to employ a method of identification such as gas chromatography. Laser spectroscopy from a distance or other such methods of remote interrogation are not particularly promising for most battlefield applications; such means could generally only work if a chemical were released into the atmosphere.

Biological weapons detectors are improving. To date, they have not only needed direct access to any pathogens to identify them, but enough time to watch the pathogens grow
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or otherwise reveal their identity through natural biological functions. Given advances in microbiology and genetics, it seems likely that much faster methods will be developed in the next two decades. By “seeing” a pathogen’s DNA more quickly, methods of identification can be reduced in part to more digital and computational realms where computers can bring their enormous powers to bear and dramatically accelerate the identification process.

Still, progress seems likely to be moderate or moderately fast, rather than revolutionary—at least in terms of its battlefield implications. In the short term, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is prototyping a two-tier biological detection sensor system but it will still take up to 15 minutes to detect and identify a relatively narrow range of potential pathogens at close-in range. That is not dramatically different from where technologies stood two decades ago, even if there has been considerable effort in making systems somewhat more deployable and user-friendly. For example, the basic BioWatch technology, on which current systems are based, largely reflects modifications to technology and concepts first deployed in 2003, shortly after the anthrax attacks that followed 9/11.

Some new ideas are being pursued. For example, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has created the Lawrence Livermore Microbial Detection Array that examines DNA directly (without requiring cultures) and searches for literally thousands of bacteria, viruses, and fungi. To date, however, it has been used for very specialized applications and is not at the basis of current DHS or DoD deployable systems; it also requires 24 hours to detect a pathogen. Identifying organisms is inherently a complex business. As a recent review article put it, “For further progress in the biosensors field we need revolutionary ideas in the development of novel target recognition strategies. ... We also need new paradigms for the identification and detection of existing or emerging pathogenic microorganisms, unknown toxins and viral threat agents.” Since even future biological pathogen detectors will require direct physical access to agents, their strategic role for intelligence or targeting from long ranges will remain limited, even if their tactical usefulness improves.

Detection of nuclear materials remains difficult given the basic physics of the signature. Key nuclear materials in a weapon do not give off large amounts of radiation, and they can be shielded by materials like lead so that whatever they do emit is prevented from escaping to the general environment.

Nuclear forensics are improving through a number of sophisticated chemical and computational methods that can make it easier to determine where a given fissile material or waste product may have originated, through improvements in the materials used in sensors such as stilbite crystals. But the processes still require being

14 Allan Chen, “Revealing the Presence of Hidden Nuclear Materials,” Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
close enough to the materials that their relatively feeble radioactive signatures can be detected and distinguished from normal background radiation.\textsuperscript{15} Thus, it is not surprising that the 2018 Nuclear Posture Review would aspire to “sustain and build upon” the 57,000 radiation detectors operating at U.S. ports, border crossings, and key interior sites, rather than to propose pursuit of any breakthrough technology. There is no alternative, and there almost surely will be no alternative, to proximate monitoring and interrogation.\textsuperscript{16}

Next, consider sonar—an acronym taken from the phrase “sound navigation and ranging”—that is, the process of using underwater pressure or sound waves to detect objects beneath the surface of a given body of water. Sonar is a mature technology, with the basic concept and technologies involved being similar today to what they have been for decades.

Still, sonar is improving gradually, largely through better signals processing capabilities and through expanded use of robotics to proliferate sensors. These trends could accelerate in the coming years.\textsuperscript{17} One telling indicator of the expected progress in sonar is that, after decades when one might have already thought the method to be obsolete, dolphins may finally soon earn their retirement from the mine-warfare enterprise. The Knifefish, an unmanned underwater vehicle using low-frequency synthetic-aperture sonar, may be among the pioneer vessels with this capability.\textsuperscript{18} Low-frequency sonar, with lengthy receiver arrays that are physically separate from the emitter, is also showing promise for long-range active detection. Aided by the sophisticated signals-processing capabilities of modern computing, it is showing the potential to increase detection ranges against certain types of objects in at least some circumstances by up to an order of magnitude or so. The unclassified literature on the subject describes its capabilities in regard to finding fish, not enemy submarines. But advocates envision finding targets of interest 100 kilometers away or further.\textsuperscript{19}

Another concept being explored by the U.S. Naval Undersea Warfare Center in Newport, Rhode Island would focus on the physics of the water around mobile sonar sensors. The system uses a cavitator to change the flow of water near the sensors, reducing their exposure to noise and thus improving their sensitivity to an actual target signal.\textsuperscript{20} Yet another sonar improvement being investigated would apply to shallow waters that are often noisy. By studying those waters at different times of year and understanding how sound ricochets through them, improvements can be made in how an actual signal of a specific vessel might be better separated from the noise.\textsuperscript{21}

---


All that said, in regard to sonar’s role in finding submarines, progress in making subs quieter has continued as well. A net assessment of sonar as a tool of anti-submarine warfare must therefore be less than bullish. It is for such reasons that the U.S. Navy flatly declares, in an official document on sonar, that in previous eras, passive sonar against noisy submarines could usually find them before they came within weapons-firing range of U.S. assets, whereas today, active sonar is needed to achieve the same early warning. It is hard to find Navy documents that suggest any radically different expectations about the future.

Consider the broad category of sensors employing the electromagnetic spectrum to collect information. This includes visible light sensors such as lasers as well as ultraviolet and infrared sensors in the near-visible part of the spectrum; radio and radar; and magnetic detection methods.

A broad observation that can be offered about such sensors is that they will run head-on into basic physics in the future just as they have in the past. Despite the extremely impressive existing technologies that exploit these various kinds of electromagnetic radiation, the simple fact is that they are rapidly attenuated or blocked by a number of prevalent materials on Earth. Water is perhaps the most significant. That means that most soil is also difficult to penetrate very far with any kind of sensor employing such radiation. Ultraviolet light, gamma rays, and x-rays fare even worse than visible light. Radar is also severely compromised by water, though extremely low frequency (ELF) waves are a partial exception and can penetrate nearly 10 times further than visible light.

All of these kinds of radiation require a direct line of sight to any target. Radar curves modestly in the atmosphere, but it is the chief exception to this broad generalization, and only a partial one. One consequence of this fact is that such sensors are also blocked by the Earth and limited by its curvature for many purposes. A radar on land, or on an airplane, or in a low-altitude Earth orbit, can only see so far when searching for an object on or near the Earth’s surface. The math is simple, and comes straight from the Pythagorean Theorem, combined with the fact that the Earth’s diameter is about 8,000 miles:

\[ \text{Radar horizon} \sim (90)(\text{Square root of radar altitude}) \]

This means that for a high-flying aircraft at 9 miles (about 48,000 feet) altitude, the radar horizon would be about 270 miles, meaning that, for example, a ship at that horizontal distance below the aircraft would be just barely perceptible, whereas a ship 300 miles away would be hidden from view by the curvature of the Earth. The radar horizon would be about 180 miles for a medium-altitude aircraft at 4 miles (about 21,000 feet) height, while it would be 1,800 miles for a low-Earth orbit satellite at 400 miles altitude. Because of the refraction, or bending, of radar in the Earth’s atmosphere, as noted above, actual ranges might be slightly greater than the above—as much as 30 percent more, at some wavelengths. But then again, atmospheric attenuation could also shorten the range. On balance, the above formula is a good first approximation.
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Metal is another fairly unyielding barrier to electromagnetic radiation. Leaves, thin wood, and other materials with some water content may allow a certain modest transmission but even here, there is no getting around the fact that any water content will rapidly attenuate radiation.\textsuperscript{25}

Of course, there is impressive ongoing progress, though it needs to be viewed against these basic physical constraints on the plausible performance of future sensors. Laser sensor technology will continue to become smaller, cheaper, and thus more readily usable in multiple tactical systems on the battlefield.\textsuperscript{26} For example, lasers are not only in use now in artillery like the Copperhead, but also in mortar systems, too.\textsuperscript{27} Laser radar, or lidar, will also find new applications, such as helping robots and other unmanned systems “see.”\textsuperscript{28} It may become more commonly used in relatively shallow-water anti-submarine warfare, too.\textsuperscript{29}

Similar progress is being observed with infrared technologies, which are becoming, and will continue to become, cheaper and more widely available as well.\textsuperscript{30} Then there are various specific new applications. For example, optical sensors may soon be deployed within bullets to allow them to steer toward targets they have previously locked onto, using small fins. They can do so even when wind or other perturbations affect flight trajectory.\textsuperscript{31}

Magnetic detectors are improving, with a number of new applications useful as compasses or other types of functions in small devices. However, the ability to find militarily significant objects in radically new ways appears to be advancing gradually. As one review article put it, “The development of magnetic sensor technology has been slow and gradual.”\textsuperscript{32} That can be expected to continue.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Magnetic detectors, as well as new uses of microwave devices and lasers, are also potentially useful in new concepts of anti-submarine warfare. Bioluminescence and wake-detection methodologies have also been investigated and some may remain of interest, including to Russia. However, these methods seem unlikely to work at long range against deeply submerged submarines; their benefits are more likely to be tactical and local. One possible exception to this sweeping statement is wake-detection sensor systems, given the more inherently long-range phenomenology inherent in the basic concept of how the sensor operates. But by changing direction frequently, operating at greater depth at times, and otherwise avoiding straight-line steady movement under calm surface conditions, submarines may be able to take effective countermeasures.

Radar is still making forward strides. For example, synthetic-aperture radar (by which the movement of a radar creates the effect of a much larger aperture system, once signals are integrated over a substantial distance) can now be used to detect moving objects. This development represents in effect a more clever exploitation of data that was already available before, rather than a breakthrough in basic physics or engineering. Similarly, smaller radars can now be netted together to create the equivalent capability to that previously provided only by a larger system. That might, for example, allow a family of unmanned “Reapers” with Ground Moving Target Indicator capability to replace today’s Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System, among other such applications.

In another recent application that continues to be refined (and to proliferate), radar altimeters can increasingly be used to optimize the detonation point of warheads to maximize their odds of destroying a given target—compensating for the computed inaccuracy of a given flight trajectory by last-minute adjustments to the height of the burst of the ordnance. This technology is applicable, for example, to re-entry vehicles carrying nuclear warheads. Yet another new application of radar with implications that are still being developed is the use of small radar systems mounted on armored vehicles to detect and coordinate defenses against incoming threats. The Israeli Trophy system is an early example of this approach.

Multi-spectral radar is also being more widely developed and applied, motivated in part by the desire to find stealth aircraft by surveying a wider range of radar frequencies, improving the sensitivity of receivers, and looking toward aircraft from a variety of angles (some of which may present less stealthy perspectives of a given aircraft). That said, these improvements are most likely effective at shorter ranges. They do not eliminate the benefits of stealth altogether and will not do so. They certainly have not discouraged aircraft manufacturers from continuing to depend on stealth in cutting-edge systems despite its cost and complexity. The improved radar systems are also likely to continue

to be countered and challenged by computer-facilitated improvements in miniaturized decoys and jammers with increasingly autonomous capabilities, expendable and thus widely deployable given their small size.39

Particle beams of various kinds as sensors are improving. For example, a pilot project at the Port of Boston uses a concept developed by two Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) physicists involving nuclear resonance fluorescence, which employs a neutron beam to interrogate cargo. It is able to discern objects inside of closed containers much better than x-rays.

But the basic reality is that these active systems are inherently short-range in their phenomenology and their potential because they must generate a high-energy beam which tends to disperse or be absorbed by numerous materials at fairly short ranges.

Systems like the MIT/Port of Boston detector noted above still require proximate access to the objects being examined.40

**COMPUTERS, COMMUNICATIONS, AND ROBOTICS**

Modern militaries, especially America’s, have become extremely reliant on moving vast amounts of data around the battlefield as a normal part of operations. This has happened largely as the spread of computers, fiber optic cables, and other technologies has gone unopposed by the likes of al-Qaida and the Taliban—enemies that, whatever their strengths in other domains, are not able to compete on the high-technology battlefield with the United States, or disrupt its use of advanced data and communications systems.

These happy trends will not continue in any future warfare against more advanced militaries. To be sure, some new and exciting technologies may further aid tactical as well as theater-level and strategic communications. Laser communications systems, for example, could make an important difference, especially in space where clouds and other obstacles are not an impediment.41 Frequency-hopping radios with advanced computers coordinating the dance from one frequency to another are increasingly capable. Even if the radio technology per se is fairly mature, better computers allow levels of performance that were not previously possible. And innovations from the commercial world of mobile communications and their advanced networks that allow for “network-hopping” as well as other efficiencies will make the networks more robust and dependable against certain types of disruptions.42

However, the disruptions themselves will become much more threatening. Jamming, possible attacks on fiber-optic undersea cables as well as satellites (discussed more
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below), and cyberattacks on the software of the radios and other systems used for communications are all serious worries, to say nothing of a high-altitude, nuclear-induced electromagnetic pulse. Even when communications systems within a small unit survive enemy attack, or find themselves outside the targeted zone of intense jamming, communications with central authority may suffer. It is because of such concerns, for example, that the Army’s Maneuver Warfare Center of Excellence at Fort Benning, Georgia is examining concepts of future operations in which a brigade might be cut off from divisional or corps headquarters for an extended period, and have to function entirely on its own during that time.

In regard to computers, rapid progress will likely continue. “Moore’s Law,” which states that the capacity and speed of computers will double every 18 to 24 months, may or may not hold quite as it has for several decades, but rapid progress seems likely to continue. Around 1970, several thousand transistors could be built onto a given chip; by 2000 the figure was roughly 10 million, and by 2015 or so it exceeded 1 billion. Even if the pace of advance slows, it will not stop. And countless ways to take advantage of all this computing capacity that is already available will continue to be invented, with huge undeveloped potential in many areas.

For example, improved computing power can allow a multitude of satellites and other sensors to have their data synthesized automatically through various algorithms and artificial intelligence. This kind of effort may be further accelerated if the Department of Defense is successful in building up its relationships with Silicon Valley and other centers of computer excellence through innovations like the Defense Innovation Unit Experimental (DIUx). These kinds of multi-platform networks can help mitigate the dangers associated with anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons attacking large, high-value military assets that previously had few if any backups.

Reflecting its awareness of what is becoming possible, the Department of Defense increased overall annual spending on artificial intelligence, big data, quantum computing, and related endeavors from $5.6 billion to $7.4 billion between 2012 and 2017. Former Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Work has asserted that these areas of technological progress are at the heart of the so-called “third offset” that he and other recent Pentagon officials have championed. Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis’ 2018 National Defense Strategy evidences similar priorities. The odds in favor
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of major breakthroughs are high for the next two decades. Al systems are basically computers that can “learn” how to do things through a process of trial and error with some mechanism for telling them when they are right and when they are wrong—such as picking out missiles in photographs, or people in crowds, as with the Pentagon’s “Project Maven”—and then applying what they have learned to diagnose future data.

Largely as a result of the computer revolution, robotics will continue to improve dramatically. Already, of course, self-driving vehicles are possible. Soon, a number are likely to be built for specific military purposes like tactical resupply on the battlefield. The Army’s “Wingman” may be one example. Wingman is also being adapted to carry weapons at least for tests (albeit with real human soldiers in the decisionmaking loop). And of course, it may not end there. The vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Paul Selva, has recently argued that the United States could be about a decade away from having the capacity to build an autonomous robot that could decide when to shoot and whom to kill—though he also asserted that the United States had no plans actually to build such a creature.

Other robotics with more specific functions surely will be built. They will include advanced sensor systems, often acting as networks or “swarms.” In the air, they could also involve stealthier unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) with long range, usable as penetrating sensors, to give just one example. On the sea, future robotics could include unmanned surface vessels for intelligence gathering, mine clearing, and possible local point defense against threats like fast-attack craft. Indeed, a RAND report in 2013 found there were already 63 unmanned surface vessels that had been developed and tested. Underwater robotic devices (unmanned underwater vehicles or UUVs), like the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s (DARPA) “Sea Hunter,” could for example perform search functions associated with anti-submarine warfare and mine warfare. It is already possible to talk somewhat precisely and realistically about how the U.S. Navy’s future fleet might include substantial numbers of unmanned surface and underwater vessels; a team of researchers including Bryan Clark and Bryan McGrath has recently

51 For a good general overview of this subject and related matters that goes beyond the military sphere, see Darrell M. West, The Future of Work: Robots, AI, and Automation (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press, 2018).
53 Thomas B. Udvare, “Wingman Is First Step toward Weaponized Robotics.”
recommended a future fleet with 40 of each, for example.\textsuperscript{57} The Navy is increasingly thinking of how to deploy its littoral combat ships with families of unmanned ships and other robotics.\textsuperscript{58} Some UUVs could have long persistence and low signature even within close proximity of an enemy’s shores.\textsuperscript{59} A $100,000 ocean glider recently crossed the Atlantic; promising concepts could cut that cost for UUVs by a factor of 10.\textsuperscript{60}

Even if General Selva’s terminator is not built, robotics will in some cases likely be given the decisionmaking authority to decide when to use force. This highly fraught subject requires careful ethical and legal oversight, to be sure, and the associated risks are serious. Yet the speed at which military operations must occur will create incentives not to have a person in the decisionmaking loop in many cases.\textsuperscript{61} Whatever the United States may prefer, restrictions on automated uses of violent force would also appear relatively difficult to negotiate (even if desirable), given likely opposition from Russia and quite possibly other nations.\textsuperscript{62} Moreover, given progress in Russia and China, it is far from clear that the United States will be the lead innovator in artificial intelligence in the years ahead, with some warning that one or both of these countries may soon set the pace in AI—and thus also in warfighting robotics.\textsuperscript{63}

For example, small robots that can operate as swarms on land, in the air, or in the water may be given certain leeway to decide when to operate their lethal capabilities. By communicating with each other, and processing information about the enemy in real time, they could concentrate attacks where defenses are weakest, in a form of combat that John Allen and Amir Husain call “hyperwar” because of its speed and intensity.\textsuperscript{64} Other types of swarms could attack parked aircraft; even small explosives, precisely detonated, could disable wings or engines or produce secondary and much larger explosions. Many countries will have the capacity to do such things in the coming 20 years.\textsuperscript{65} Even if the United States tries to avoid using such swarms for lethal and offensive purposes, it may elect to employ them as defensive shields (say, against a North Korean artillery attack on Seoul) or as jamming aids to accompany penetrating aircraft. With UAVs that can fly 10 hours and 100 kilometers now costing only in the hundreds of thousands of dollars, and quadcopters with ranges of a kilometer more or less costing in the hundreds of dollars, the trend lines are clear—and the affordability

of using many drones in an organized way is evident. Although defenses against such robotics will surely be built, too, at present they are underdeveloped against possible small UAV swarms. And unless area defense allows for a certain part of the sky, sea, or land effectively to be swept clear of any robotics within a certain zone, it seems statistically likely that some offensive UAVs will survive a defense’s efforts to neutralize them—meaning that their capabilities to act as a swarm, even if perhaps a weakened one, will probably remain.

Robotics with artificial intelligence may also deploy on the battlefield in close partnership with real humans. These robotics could be paired one for one, or in larger numbers, under the control and for the purposes of a single soldier or unit.

As noted, with the progress in computers has come far greater cyber vulnerability. By effectively building Achilles’ heels into everything they operate, modern militaries have created huge opportunities for their potential enemies. The fact that everyone is vulnerable, in some sense, is no guarantee of protection. Deterrence of some actions is not impossible in cyberspace, but it is surely difficult, and likely to fail in many important situations. Vulnerabilities may vary across countries based on the different types of software employed in their military systems and different relative abilities of their respective offensive hacking units. Distressingly, the United States may be among the most vulnerable, given how much it has computerized in modern times, often somewhat carelessly it must be said, and often with software of questionable resilience. A country figuring out how to integrate temporarily crippling cyberattack plans into an integrated operational concept may, even if still vulnerable to reprisal itself, be able to achieve dramatic success in the opening (and perhaps decisive) phases of a war. A military and a national infrastructure with key systems plugged into the internet, running on flawed software, and often employing a simple password system for user access rather than a two-factor authentication system is inherently vulnerable. This is precisely the situation the United States and most of its major allies face today. Faced with such a situation, in a future conflict, an enemy is likely to roll the dice and attempt large-scale cyberattacks—even if, in crossing such a threshold, it opens itself up to inevitable retaliation in kind.

Uncertainty abounds in the cyber domain. Software vulnerabilities that might exist at one time could be patched up subsequently, even as others emerge. Much of the information about these weaknesses is both highly technical and highly classified,
making it hard to assess a net vulnerability for the armed forces as a whole.\(^7\)\(^3\) The overall situation today though is, on balance, very worrisome. A Defense Science Board study in early 2017 asserted that virtually no major U.S. weapons system had cyber systems that could be confidently vouched for.\(^7\)\(^4\)

A separate type of problem related to the same basic phenomenon of ongoing progress in computers and electronics is the vulnerability of domestic infrastructure and military weaponry to an electromagnetic pulse (EMP) from a high-altitude nuclear explosion. (U.S. systems could also be vulnerable to severe solar storms of a type that can typically occur once a century or so.) These vulnerabilities may be growing because smaller and smaller electronics are progressively more vulnerable to a given electric insult, and because as the Cold War recedes in time, the perceived likelihood of an EMP attack may decline. American strategists, military services, and weapons manufacturers may delude themselves into a false sense of perceived invulnerability, believing that an EMP attack would be seen as tantamount to a direct nuclear attack against populations and hence too risky. It is debatable whether all adversaries would in fact make such a calculation; as such, U.S. vulnerabilities in this area could easily grow further.\(^7\)\(^5\)

Communications systems are also highly vulnerable to jamming from sophisticated electronic warfare technologies. Digital electronics are amplifying and accelerating these challenges to the point where, in recent years, some Department of Defense research and development documents have prioritized electronic warfare as among the most rapidly changing and threatening of technological developments.\(^7\)\(^6\)

**PROJECTILES, PROPULSION, AND PLATFORMS**

Lumping together major vehicles, ships, aircraft, rockets, missiles, and the various engines and fuels that propel these large platforms, what can we usefully prognosticate about their likely progress over the next two decades?

Many of the new capabilities that will be in the field in 2040 are already foreseeable—and programmatically planned—even today. Thus, prognostication is not so hard in some ways, particularly for major weapons platforms of the type emphasized in this section.

Perhaps the long time required to design, test, build, and field major weapons platforms is in part a flaw of the U.S. weapons acquisition system. However, it is also not clear that platform technology is advancing so fast as to require a more supple and fast-moving process. As former Deputy Secretary of Defense William Lynn argued in a forum at Brookings in 2015, the Department of Defense may get a mediocre grade for “anything touched by Moore’s Law,” given that electronics and computers are advancing so fast, but it arguably does pretty well in regard to bending metal and building vehicles, ships, etc.
and planes.\textsuperscript{77} In any case, for many large platforms, even modest progress in the speed of acquisition would not change the fact that most systems that will be in service in the 2040s are already being researched today.

To begin this quick survey, consider first transport aircraft. They are likely to improve, but only modestly and gradually. Various possible innovations in areas such as structural materials for fuselages and wings, as well as engine technology, may improve performance—but typically by 10 to 25 percent, not 50 to 100 percent, in terms of various key metrics.\textsuperscript{78}

Progress in missiles is ongoing. Today’s air-to-air missiles, for example, can now range 200 miles and reach speeds of Mach 6, in some cases.\textsuperscript{79} The most interesting developments in the coming years are likely in the realm of hypersonic vehicles (those exceeding Mach 5) that may become capable of longer-range or even global strike operations over the time frame of interest in this paper. That could put any target on Earth within reach in less than an hour of decision and launch. They would likely employ scramjet and/or boost-glide technologies, which are expected to become substantially more affordable and capable. Scramjets use a rocket to attain high speeds, then an air-breathing engine to sustain the speed; boost-glide systems attain rapid speeds at high altitudes, then glide to target. While the United States will likely develop important new capabilities in this realm, so could China and Russia and perhaps other states. Indeed, as of early 2018, according to U.S. Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering Michael Griffin, China has done 20 times as many hypersonic tests to date as the United States.\textsuperscript{80} Weapons are now starting to be tested in the realm of Mach 8 to Mach 10 (6,000 or more miles per hour).\textsuperscript{81} Maneuverable and homing re-entry vehicles are already a reality on some types of ballistic missiles (for use, for example, against ships) and will likely continue to improve and gain greater usage, including by countries such as China.\textsuperscript{82}

Prototypes are also being developed for an aircraft with a combined conventional turbine engine with dual-mode ramjet/scramjet propulsion. The former would be used early in flight; the latter would kick in at higher speeds. Indeed, hypersonic aircraft reaching Mach 6 (in contrast to today’s fighters in the Mach 2+ range) may become a possibility in the coming 20 years. In other words, they may become as fast as today’s air-to-air missiles, especially if pilots can be left out of the cockpits and scramjet technology can be made affordable for them. Whether such systems truly wind up proving feasible, affordable, and effective in combat remains to be seen.\textsuperscript{83}


Consider ground vehicles, and several key trends in their underlying technologies. In engines for cars and light trucks, efficiency as measured in horsepower per volume of engine size has improved roughly a third this century so far, roughly the same pace per decade as in the latter quarter of the 20th century.\(^8^4\) Tank engines have progressed at similar proportionate rates.\(^8^5\) A 2014 paper by a well-known expert in the field projected progress of 2 to 5 percent in each of a dozen or so major elements of the functioning of an engine in the years ahead—hardly insignificant, especially if combined together, but not revolutionary in character either.\(^8^6\)

As for armor for heavy combat vehicles, most of the main innovations in widespread use today—depleted uranium armor, explosive-reactive armor, ceramic materials—were developed in the late 20th century. Today’s newer concepts involve ideas such as laser defenses, perhaps more than armor itself. Progress will also occur by adopting recent innovations in armor more broadly and widely across key military vehicles.\(^8^7\) This pace of innovation may however be roughly matched by progress in ordnance used to attack armor, including the greater introduction of nanomaterials into explosives as well as the expanded use of explosively-formed penetrators (which focus their power in a given direction for greater effect).

Next, consider large rockets. Any discussion here must begin with a sober realization that despite various predictions of revolutionary change in the 1990s and 2000s, change has been slow. Costs per pound of payload placed into orbit have remained similar to what they have been since the days of the Saturn rockets and Apollo program.\(^8^8\) Many of the systems still in operation—Atlas, Delta IV, Athena, Minotaur, Pegasus, Taurus—were already in use in the 1990s; some even employ Minuteman or “Peacekeeper”/MX surplus missiles, often built in the 1970s and 1980s, as boosters.\(^8^9\) To be sure, much greater progress could well loom, as reusable rockets show promise through the efforts of firms like SpaceX and Blue Sky. It is plausible that reusable rockets may ultimately cut costs by 50 percent or more (given the relative fraction of rocket cost attributable to the rocket body and main guidance systems, which are in principle reusable, versus the fuel and other specific preparations required anew for each launch, which are not). SpaceX claims that its huge Falcon Heavy rocket will cut costs by more than 75 percent.
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relative to the Delta IV, for example. But skepticism about the higher possible savings is warranted, especially in light of the dramatically exaggerated savings that have been promised in previous eras of rocket modernization, as with the Expendable Launch Vehicle of the 1990s. Indeed, a net cost reduction of 25 percent would be perhaps a more realistic (and still impressive, if attained) goal for the foreseeable future.

Where there has been significant progress in space technology to date, it has largely been in making payloads themselves smaller through the use of miniaturized satellites. In recent years, this trend has been particularly significant in commercial and civilian markets, in functional areas such as communications for remote areas of the planet, low-resolution Earth observation, and weather forecasting. Militaries can greatly benefit from these developments as well, for example in creating more resilient communications networks less vulnerable to a small number of anti-satellite weapon attacks against large individual platforms. In addition, the proliferation of small Earth-observation satellites allows more continuous tracking of larger objects on Earth (such as North Korean long-range missiles). For example, the company “Planet” operates a fleet of nearly 200 small satellites, in the 5-kilogram range, with roughly 3-meter resolution, and some 30 ground stations to receive data. This fleet of satellites is able to map the entire surface of the Earth daily, taking more than 1 million images from its constellation. Large-data analytics can then compare the same regions from day to day to look for militarily significant changes. Certainly these trends, offshoots of the computer and robotics revolutions, will continue into the future.

Missile defenses are also improving, though gradually. Consider first kinetic or “hit-to-kill” technology. Systems using an interceptor to destroy a threatening payload from a missile launch have become fairly reliable against short-range and intermediate-range ballistic missiles in the midcourse parts of their flight trajectories. To date, longer-range systems are getting better, but less dramatically. The U.S. midcourse system, with interceptors based in Alaska and California, has finally achieved its first true intercept against a long-range missile. It has an overall test record of about 50 percent success, though most tests have been against shorter-range simulated threats. Further progress is expected. With expected improvements to the kill vehicle, and to sensor networks including the Sea-Based X-Band Radar and Long-Range Discrimination Radar, midcourse missile defense seems likely to achieve reasonably good performance.
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In broad terms, however, while midcourse defenses will improve against a given fixed threat, they still suffer from fundamental limitations that probably make them a mediocre long-term answer to the ballistic missile challenge. Decoys need not be particularly complicated to fool even advanced sensors because they can always mimic the heat and radar cross section of actual warheads. If need be, warheads (and decoys) can even be placed within Mylar balloons to disguise them in the vacuum of space during midcourse flight. This remains as true today as in the great countermeasure debates of earlier decades, since physics has not changed since then.\footnote{Andrew M. Sessler et al., \textit{Countermeasures: A Technical Evaluation of the Operational Effectiveness of the Planned U.S. National Missile Defense System} (Cambridge, MA: Union of Concerned Scientists, 2000); and James M. Lindsay and Michael E. O’Hanlon, \textit{Defending America: The Case for Limited National Missile Defense} (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press, 2001), 94-99.} Moreover, maneuverable warheads are also feasible, particularly for more advanced powers.\footnote{“Ballistic and Cruise Missile Threat,” (Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH: Defense Intelligence Ballistic Missile Analysis Committee, June 2017), 8, \url{https://fas.org/irp/threat/missile/bm-2017.pdf}.}

Boost-phase defenses should work increasingly well over the next 20 years, particularly against a small coastal country like North Korea, where the United States and allies could station various platforms within close range of plausible launch sites. It is very difficult to do this from space, given the “absentee ratios” of satellites in low-Earth orbit. But airborne drones carrying interceptors or lasers, or interceptors based on ships or land, might be effective in such situations, especially given ongoing progress in laser weapons, as discussed further below.\footnote{See, for example, David E. Sanger and William J. Broad, “Downing North Korean Missiles Is Hard. So the U.S. Is Experimenting,” \textit{The New York Times}, November 16, 2017, \url{https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/16/us/politics/north-korea-missile-defense-cyber-drones.html}.}

A related topic is anti-satellite weapons. Whatever one’s views about the desirability of limiting these systems, given that many satellites help promote strategic stability, it will be increasingly hard to prevent development of ASATs in the future. It is implausible that a world with many advanced missile defense systems and space-launch capabilities can really avoid creating ASAT potential inadvertently. Indeed, that is already the case today. China, the United States, and Russia have all already either shot down low-Earth orbit satellites in recent years or demonstrated the inherent ability to do so, generally with their missile defense systems. China and Russia have continued to develop various kinds of ASAT capabilities to the extent that the head of U.S. Strategic Command, General John Hyten, has expressed worry about America’s overall competitive position in space.\footnote{Gabriel Dominguez, “U.S. Risks Losing Advantage in Space to China and Russia, Warns STRATCOM Chief,” \textit{Jane’s Defence Weekly}, December 13, 2017, 6.} In the years ahead, systems that can carry out ASAT roles even in geosynchronous orbit could become more common. Indeed, a maneuvering satellite at such an altitude is already in effect a potential ASAT, since the replacement of its
existing payload with explosives could turn it into a space mine with little difficulty. Satellites can try to protect themselves against various types of electronic or directed-energy attacks from standoff distances, to some extent. But in the end, redundancy of satellites seems a more realistic strategy for preserving meaningful access to space than any ban on ASATs or any direct defense against them.

Three more categories in the wide-ranging, quick survey of platform-related technology are surface ships, submarines, and stealthy aircraft. In regards to basic ship technology, the watchword remains evolutionary change, not revolution, especially in terms of hydrodynamics, structural design, efficiency of movement, and speed. Yes, there have been and will be some exotic innovations. Certain newer vessels travel just above the water’s surface, as with one variant of the U.S. Navy’s Littoral Combat Ship, based partly on innovations associated with the 1991 Fincantieri Destrier vessel. Some employ triple hulls, as with the trimaran variant of the Littoral Combat Ship, or capture their own wakes, as with the lesser-known Stiletto. Otherwise, however, basic physics continues to limit the performance of major vessels, based on the simple fact that drag is a nonlinear function of ship speed, growing faster than speed in proportionate terms. Today’s large warships travel at similar speeds to those of nearly a century ago. No major plans or technologies that would change this basic situation are envisioned for the fleet over the next 20 years (and beyond), it is safe to say. A notional trimaran transport ship that might travel at 55 knots, if successfully developed, would require perhaps four to eight times as much power as today’s large transport ships yet carry only one-fourth of the payload. And that is if it even proves possible to develop.

Submarine quieting continues to advance, through the classic methods of isolating machinery within a submarine, using anechoic materials on its surface, and further extending “snorkeling time” through air-independent propulsion and related methods. New ideas in submarine quieting involve using low-magnetism steels in the hull, to reduce detectability by magnetic detectors, or placing new coatings on submarines that could absorb or redirect sonar in order to reduce detectability by active sonar. If the Seawolf class of submarines really offered the potential for quieting that was sometimes purported in the unclassified literature—approaching a tenfold improvement in quietness—it seems plausible that such technologies could be engineered to be more economical in the coming years, and thus to be used on more vessels.


Regarding aircraft stealth, some important new concepts and approaches are in the works. Shapes of key parts of aircraft, such as intakes to engines and exhaust vents, continue to be refined, as drawings of the B-21 bomber suggest, for example. (The B-21, expected to have a radar cross section between that of a “metal bumblebee” and a golf ball, will not be supersonic, however, since the shape needed to make it stealthy is incompatible with stable high-velocity flight.) Materials that can attenuate returns from lower-frequency radars (which do better at finding most types of stealthy aircraft, at the price of being less accurate) are being investigated. They include so-called “metamaterials,” composite artificial materials assembled from various types of constituent elements like metals and plastics. Electronic countermeasures that can cancel out radar returns from stealthy aircraft are also evolving and improving. Materials that are less inclined to degradation or to heating (which produces a potentially detectable infrared signature) are being researched, too.

What are the likely trends in the competition between submarines and anti-submarine warfare, as well as the net trend in the stealth-counterstealth competition over the next couple decades? I would hazard the following broad and rough prognostications based on current capabilities and expected developments. In many water conditions and locations, the submarine probably can be said to enjoy a certain basic advantage over sensors that future trends in technology will be hard-pressed to alter. Quantum computing, in some minds, offers the potential to find the submarine’s wake like a needle in a haystack, through sustained monitoring and analysis of ocean surface conditions. This seems incredulous under all but the most benign sea conditions. Sensors would have to survive enemy attempts at interruption; submarines would have to maintain a steady course and not avail themselves of countermeasures; sea conditions would probably have to be very calm such that the random effects of wind, waves, and other objects in the water on surface conditions do not camouflage the submarine signature. And for those able to pay for stealthy aircraft, such planes will likely continue to have the edge over radar systems and other sensors trying to find and track them. At the same time, the sensor technology is improving fast enough that this could be an interesting competition to watch.

**OTHER TECHNOLOGIES**

Finally, there is a category of miscellaneous technologies that deserve mention. They range from nonlethal weapons of various kinds, to biological pathogens and other weapons of mass destruction, to lasers and particle beams, to rail guns and long-range kinetic strike systems, to enabling technologies such as nanomaterials and additive printing or 3D manufacturing.

Start with non-lethal weapons. Most of the concepts recommended as feasible and deployable even 20 years ago, such as a cable to incapacitate ship propellers, slippery substances to make passage on bridges difficult, and acoustic weapons to disable enemy foot soldiers, appear not to have received significant attention or resources in the first two decades of the 21st century. There was some success in the 1999 Kosovo War in initially
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using graphite filament ordnance rather than explosives to disable electricity in Belgrade, and there have been a few other isolated examples of success as well—but not many.  

As the wars of the 21st century have demonstrated to date, lethal ordnance remains the coin of the realm for almost all tactical settings. Whether it is stopping a suspicious truck that might contain a bomb, incapacitating a shooter immersed within a civilian crowd, or creating a perimeter around a protected asset into which potential threats cannot be allowed access, lethal weaponry is still the default mechanism by which American forces and their allies and friends protect themselves.

There is some reason to think that could change considerably in coming years, however. For example, solid-state laser technology is coming of age and becoming deployable and affordable. Soon, mobile lasers may be able to disperse crowds, incapacitate a given individual in a crowd, or disable a given vehicle, without a high risk of fatalities.

Solid-state lasers can soon be expected to be capable of damaging or destroying many threatening systems on the tactical battlefield, in fact. However, some of the most promising applications may be in maritime domains, for the short-range defense of ships. Aircraft may also use them for protection against threatening missiles. One such system, known as the Self-protect High-Energy Laser Demonstrator (SHiELD) is to be prototyped by 2021 according to current plans. Ground vehicles will surely use them against artillery, mortars, UAVs, and other proximate threats. In recent years, successful tests have been conducted against mortars and quadcopters, for example. A key test is scheduled for 2022 with the High-Energy Laser Mobile Test Truck (involving a 100-kilowatt laser). It is important to remember, however, the inherent limitations of such weapons even when they become available, in terms of range, power, number of kills per minute, and restrictions during bad weather.

Consider next weapons of mass destruction. Most chemical and nuclear weapons technologies are fairly mature and evolving only modestly if at all. The Chemical Weapons Convention has limited research on chemical agents. Recent reports by the U.S. intelligence community focus their sections on weapons of mass destruction on the use of sarin by the Syrian government, on violations of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces
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Treaty by Russia, and on modernization of Chinese ballistic missiles and submarines. Underlying research on new chemical technologies are not generally the major subjects of attention.\textsuperscript{119} Even the Russian nerve agent Novichok used in the horrific 2018 attack on the Soviet double agent living in Britain was invented more than a quarter-century ago.\textsuperscript{120} The main exception to this assertion may be in the new category of drugs including opioids, fentanyl, and carfentanly—which behave in many ways like advanced chemical weapons, and could be employed that way in war.

The Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, though never ratified, has nonetheless been respected by the major nuclear powers since the 1990s and thereby impeded fundamental new work on nuclear explosives. Much nuclear research in the United States since then has gone into stewardship of the existing arsenal.\textsuperscript{121} Much academic and scholarly writing about the bomb has emphasized nonproliferation, arms control, and disarmament rather than technical advancement.\textsuperscript{122} Where some evolution has occurred, regrettably, has been in the sophistication of trade networks that have helped proliferators to access key technologies to build weapons in places such as Pakistan and North Korea.\textsuperscript{123}

There was a flurry of interest in biological weapons after the 2001 anthrax attacks in the United States. But since then, public policy has focused more on naturally occurring biological pathogens, most notably Ebola, rather than on the development of biological warfare agents or protective capabilities.\textsuperscript{124} To be sure, Ebola itself could be used as a weapon in the future, particularly by terrorist groups, though there is considerable debate as to how effective any such effort would likely be.\textsuperscript{125}

The future may bring more radical changes, and graver dangers, in biological weaponry. The core technical fundamentals for revolutionary developments are in place: in understanding and synthesizing DNA into viruses and other potential pathogens, and also in the ongoing difficulty of verifying compliance with the Biological Weapons Convention’s prohibition on the research and development of pathogens.\textsuperscript{126}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[124] It is striking how many of the review articles on biological weapons and warfare turned up by standard searches were written in the last years of the 20th century or 2001 and 2002. There has generally been much less literature since, it would appear. See for example, “Overview of Potential Agents of Biological Terrorism,” Southern Illinois University, 2017, \url{https://www.siumed.edu/im/overview-potential-agents-biological-terrorism.html}; and John B. Foley, “A Nation Unprepared: Bioterrorism and Pandemic Response,” \textit{Interagency Journal} 8, no. 2 (2017): 25-33.
\end{footnotes}
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Consider several more technologies. Rail guns are making considerable strides. They may soon replace traditional guns on some major ships. For example, they could extend direct-fire ranges of shipborne weapons to 100 miles or more, with round velocities at least twice that of traditional chemical-propelled ordnance.

High-powered microwaves have some promise. However, uncertainties about whether they have successfully destroyed the electronics of a given enemy system, combined with inherently limited range (given that their power falls off inversely with the square of the distance from the weapon to its target), may limit their future roles unless the terminal defenses protecting a given asset can be reliably penetrated.

Human performance enhancements of various types are sure to improve by 2040. Various types of exoskeletons show the ability to increase power of given limbs or joints, or to reduce the metabolic energy consumption required to create a certain amount of force or torque, by 25 percent or more. Relatively safe medications like Modafinil can keep people awake and at a high level of performance for up to two days; even more powerful and relatively safe medications seem likely to emerge over the next two decades. These kinds of changes seem likely to happen in the competitive domain of warfare, whatever reservations a country like the United States may have had about them in the abstract. That said, it remains unclear how much difference they will really make if combatants on all sides of a given conflict all have access to relatively comparable performance enhancers. Nor will any of the foreseeable advances make comic book heroes out of soldiers. People may run 1 or 2 miles per hour faster, stay awake a day longer, or lift 50 percent more weight. They will not learn to fly or leap tall buildings.

One more type of relevant technology is additive manufacturing, or 3D printing. It will be useful to militaries, to be sure. For example, it will help considerably in remote logistics operations, reducing the number of spare parts and other metallic or ceramic or related supplies that could be needed, but would be difficult and costly to preposition. It is less obvious that additive manufacturing will revolutionize most other areas of defense manufacturing. And even on the battlefield, it will not change the fact that fuel, food, and water will still need to be transported in massive amounts to deployed troops. So its likely effects on logistics operations, while important, may reduce supply requirements by 10 to 20 percent, not 50 to 75 percent. Still, especially when combined with improvements in battery, fuel cell, and solar systems, some noticeable reductions in battlefield logistical footprints may become possible.

---

In concluding this section, it may be useful to offer a brief word on some new materials that can go into the construction of various weapons platforms. Consider two broad categories—nanomaterials and “bespoke” materials. A recent survey of experts in materials found that so-called bespoke materials, exquisitely designed to have very specific chemical and atomic structures and compositions, are probably not on the horizon as major components of key military systems in a major way before 2040.¹³⁵

Nanomaterials, with dimensions on the order of one-billionth of a meter, are somewhat more significant and promising. They are already in use in some applications. Their promise is greatest in improving the power of explosives, the strength of materials, and the storage capacity of batteries. They may also be useful in manufacturing compounds at the molecular level through nanorobotics techniques. The degree to which they are introduced in widespread applications may be constrained by cost and other challenges associated with manufacturing them in large amounts. But they will likely improve the performance of certain types of capabilities—explosives, body armor, high-performance batteries—by as much as 50 to 100 percent, where cost considerations are not prohibitive.¹³⁶ Indeed, since their invention in 1991, lithium-ion batteries have continued to make rapid strides, and that progress will likely continue, largely as a result of the availability of such materials.¹³⁷

**SYNOPSIS**

In the 1990s, much of the United States strategic community was breathless about the so-called revolution in military affairs, or RMA. I doubted at the time that a revolution was underway and would conclude today that in fact no broad-brush revolution has occurred since the Cold War ended. Old methods of combat and legacy systems have not been rendered fundamentally obsolete by progress in technology, military organizations, or operational concepts.

However, the RMA may be back. And the revolution may really happen this time. The period of 2020 to 2040 seems likely to experience significantly more change than the previous two decades in the character of warfare. For the period from 2000 to 2020, revolutionary technological change probably occurred only in various aspects of computers and robotics. For the next two decades, those areas will remain fast-moving, and they will be joined by various breakthroughs in artificial intelligence and the use of big data. The battlefield implications in domains such as swarms of robotic systems, usable as both sensors and weapons, may truly come of age. In addition, laser weapons, reusable rockets, hypersonic missiles, rail guns, unmanned submarines, biological pathogens, and nanomaterials may wind up advancing very fast. The sum total may or may not add up to a revolution. But the potential cannot be dismissed.

Moreover, the rise of China and return of Russia supercharge the competition and raise the stakes. The marriage of rapid technological progress with strategic dynamism and hegemonic change could prove especially potent. The return of great-power competition

---

¹³⁵ Ibid., 9-10.
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during an era of rapid progress in science and technology could reward innovators, and expose vulnerabilities, much more than has been the case this century to date.

Some areas of military technology—most types of sensors, most types of major vehicles, most underlying technologies for nuclear and chemical weapons of mass destruction—seem unlikely to change dramatically. But perhaps a true military revolution of sorts will occur even without such developments. The key question, as always, will be how these individual technology trends interact synergistically with each other, and how military organizations as well as political leaders innovate to employ them on the battlefield.
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